Press release
Informatec founds spin-off Consilix for planning and
simulation
Business intelligence specialist Informatec from Muttenz founds Consilix AG together with a
team from its own ranks and industry manager Dr. Urs Bahnmüller. The core business of the
new company is business planning and simulation with the enterprise performance
management software Jedox.
Muttenz, 01.12.2020 – Alongside its core business of data Intelligence, Informatec has been
developing business planning solutions based on Jedox for several years. During this time, the
demands on professional planning solutions have risen sharply, which is also reflected in the
complexity and increasing range of functions in Jedox planning software. In order to meet these
developments and provide optimal benefits to customers, Informatec is spinning off its planning
business with significant participation in the independent company Consilix AG at the beginning of
2021.
Consilix consists of an experienced team
The Consilix team consists of three experienced planning specialists who together have more than 10
years of expertise in planning and Jedox and are partners in the company. The CEO will be the
experienced industry manager Dr. Urs Bahnmüller, who has comprehensive knowledge and mastery
of integrated analysis, simulation and planning processes in companies from his own practical
experience. From the Informatec team, Hennadiy Pinus will join Consilix as Senior Consultant and
Data Architect and Felix Winterling as Lead Consultant and Solution Architect. Both of them are
already looking after Informatec’s Jedox customers, guaranteeing a smooth transition and continuity.
Focus on planning and simulation
Consilix focuses on the professionalisation, simplification and continuous improvement of planning and
simulation processes in companies. Business processes and their interfaces to controlling are
analysed and simplified where possible. Based on existing data, a digital business model is created
that serves as the basis for customer-specific web applications. These can then be seamlessly
integrated into the customer’s existing IT landscape. To ensure the success of the project, Consilix
significantly increases data quality and shortens the customer’s planning cycles. In close cooperation
with the partner company Informatec, both companies ensure the reporting and analysis with Qlik
Sense, QlikView and PowerBI that go hand in hand with planning. Consilix serves demanding SME
and enterprise customers from all industries.
“With the founding of Consilix, we at Informatec remain focused on Business Intelligence, while at the
same time we are jointly bundling our in-depth know-how and proven expertise around professional
business planning. This creates a win-win situation for us, for our customers and a real opportunity for
the Consilix team”, says Informatec CEO Rino Mentil, explaining the motivation for the spin-off. As Dr.
Urs Bahnmüller, CEO of the new Consilix, explains: “The spin-off of the planning business from
Informatec with a whole range of top-class customers is a unique opportunity for us. As a partner
company of Informatec, we are also right at the pulse of the exciting and dynamic development of
enterprise performance management and can offer synergies here. I am convinced that together we
can generate the highest added value for our customers, with Consilix as a top specialist for planning
and Informatec as a top specialist for business intelligence.”
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About Consilix
Consilix focuses on the professionalisation, simplification and continuous improvement of planning and
simulation processes in companies. Business processes and their interfaces to controlling are
analysed and simplified where possible. Based on existing data, a digital business model is created
that serves as the basis for customer-specific web applications. These can then be seamlessly
integrated into the customer’s existing IT landscape. To ensure the success of the project, Consilix
significantly increases data quality and shortens the customer’s planning cycles. In close cooperation
with the partner company Informatec, both companies ensure the reporting and analysis with Qlik
Sense, QlikView and PowerBI that go hand in hand with planning. Consilix serves demanding SME
and enterprise customers from all industries.

About Informatec
With its clear focus on business and data intelligence, Informatec has established itself as a specialist
for consulting and needs-based implementation of comprehensive BI solutions for analysis and
reporting. Founded in 1998, the company from the Basel area is considered a BI innovator for
demanding SME and enterprise customers and counts leading companies among its rapidly growing
clientele. With its needs-based services, Informatec helps to ensure that the many benefits of the
iVIEW BI platform, which is based on Qlik and PowerBI and developed in-house, are fully available.
The company’s range of services includes consulting, conception and customer-specific developments
as well as implementation and training, maintenance and support.
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